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POSSIBILITIES OF DEAF CHILDREN.

By Mary S. Garrett.

Dr. Alexander Graham Bell wrote for the National Academy

of Sciences at New Haven, Nov. 13, 1883, a communication enti-

tled “The Formation of a Deaf Variety of the Human Race.”

He therein stated certain conditions from which I extract the fol-

lowing:

(Page 8.) “The recurrence of numerous surnames among the pupils of

very many of our institutions for the deaf and dumb renders it highly prob-

able that a considerable proportion of the deaf-mutes of the country belong

to families containing more than one deaf-mute, and hence possess hereditary

tendencies to deafness.

“The same conclusion is still more forcibly suggested to the mind by a

perusal of the few institution reports that record the deaf-mute relatives of the

pupils. The following tables (tables VIII, IX, X, XI, XII) bearing upon this

subject have been compiled from the 1877 Report of the American Asylum.

They show that of 2,100 pupils admitted to that institution, 693, or nearly 33
per cent., were known to have deaf-mute relatives. The significance of this

becomes more apparent when we find that in the majority of these cases the

pupils have more than one relative deaf and dumb, while in a few cases as

many as fifteen deaf-mute relatives are recorded.”

(Page 13.) “The above tables (tables XIV, XV, and XVI) show that

of 2,262 congenital deaf-mutes, more than one-half—or 54.5 per cent.—had

deaf-mute relatives; and that even in the case of those pupils who became

deaf from apparently accidental causes, 13.8 per cent, had other members
of their families deaf and dumb. ”

(Page 27.) “While, then, we cannot at present arrive at any percentage,

it is certain that the proportion of deaf-mute offspring born to deaf-mutes is

many times greater than the proportion born to the people at large.”

(Page 28.) “Thus it happens that we have here and there, scattered over

the country, groups of deaf-mute families connected together by blood and
marriage. ”

(Page 30.) “The Ouat family of Illinois.—Two members of this family

entered the Illinois institution in 1859 and 1862. It was reported of them in

the 1882 report that there had been deafness in the family for five generations.”

(Page 40.) “The indications are that the congenital deaf-mutes of the
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country are increasing at a greater rate than the population at large; and the

deaf-mute children of deaf-mutes at a greater rate than the congenital deaf-

mute population. ”

Dr. Bell gives some of the reasons which have produced this:

(Page 41.) “We take deaf children away from their homes and place

them in institutions by the hundred, keeping them there from early childhood

to the commencement of adult life.”

“We hold periodical reunions of former pupils at the institutions.”

(Page 42.) “We teach the deaf-mutes to think in a different language

from that of the people at large. The English language is confined to the

schoolroom, and is simply taught as a school exercise, much as French and

German are taught in the public schools.

“The deaf-mutes think in the gesture language, and English is apt to

remain a foreign tongue.”

(Page 43.) “Deaf children are dumb, not on account of lack of hearing,

but of lack of instruction. No one teaches them to speak.

“A gesture language is developed by a deaf child at home, not because

it is the only form of language that is natural to one in his condition but because

his parents and friends neglect to use the English language in his presence in

a clearly visible form.

“So far from being natural either to deaf or hearing persons, signs are

not understood by deaf children on their entrance to an institution.”

(Page 44.) “The practice of the sign language hinders the acquisition of

the English language.

“It makes deaf-mutes associate together in adult life, and avoid the

society of hearing people.

“It thus causes the intermarriage of deaf-mutes and the propagation of

their physical defect.
”

At the date Dr. Bell compiled these statistics it was with the

idea of establishing small day-classes for the deaf in various States

in connection with the public day-schools for the hearing. The
plan has been more or less carried out in several States, namely,

California, Illinois, Massachusetts, Michigan, Missouri, Ohio, and

Wisconsin, and in each State except Massachusetts the day-schools

are opposed by the public institutions for the deaf, all of which use

the combined method with the one exception of Massachusetts.

The “American Annals of the Deaf” for January, 1906, reports

55 public State day-schools in the United States, 54 of which use

the oral method and one the combined. There is a vast advan-

tage in these day-schools over the large institutions where the chil-

dren are retained from childhood through the period of adolescence

to adult life, where they have no associates except the deaf, and
even where the oral method is more or less taught in the school-
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rooms, the pupils constantly use signs out of school hours. This

condition exists because signs have from the foundation of these

institutions been the method of communication with the pupils

and tliat habit is passed on from the old pupils to the new ones.

(Page 46.) Dr. Bell concludes from the conditions as quoted: “The grand

central principle that should guide us, then, in our search for preventive meas-

sures should be the retention of the normal environment during the period of

education.” “The natural tendency toward adaptation would then co-oper-

ate with instruction to produce accommodation to the permanent conditions

of life.”

Dr. Bell also says: “The school that would most perfectly

fulfil the conditions required would contain only one deaf child.”

The day-school plan as adopted by the States referred to (Mas-

sachusetts’ plan is different), namely, small classes of deaf children

in connection with the public schools, lacks one foundation prin-

ciple of the normal training of children. Although these schools

with one exception are oral schools, hearing children all learn speech

and language before they go to any school; therefore, if children

are given speech and language before going to school. Dr. Bell’s

perfect condition could be fulfilled, and there need be only one deaf

child in the classes with the hearing children. (See letters from their

teachers in schools for the hearing in fifth, sixth, and seventh re-

ports of the “Home for the Training in Speech of Deaf Children

before they are of School Age.”)

Believing this early training in speech to be necessary', the

writer made various efforts to induce the parents of deaf children

to train their children in their homes in speech and language at the

age their hearing children are trained, but the habit of neglecting

deaf children in this respect is almost universal, because it is sup-

posed they cannot learn speech in infancy and early childhood;

therefore, it was finally decided to establish the “Home for the

Training in Speech of Deaf Children before they are of School Age,”

with the hope that if such homes could be made general for a few

years they would gradually lead to parents in good homes having this

work done for these children in their own homes, so that the deaf

children could be sent to schools later with their hearing brothers

and sisters.

One of the teachers trained by the writer, as the teachers in

our Home are, is the teacher of a little deaf child in his own home,
and from a paper recently written by her, I quote as follows:
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“He was bom deaf and his speech training was begun at the age of two.”

“Of course, with so young a child almost everything that he learned had to

be learned through play.” “He was happy all day long, there was so much

to interest and amuse him.” “At the end of four months he knew forty-seven

words.” “We all know that a deaf child learns speech as an ordinary person

learns a foreign language, understanding much that is said before being able

to respond. ”

“At the end of eight months his teacher writes: ‘He not only reads sen-

tences (from the lips), but tries to form them himself, putting together two

or three words.’ ”

“At the end of a year and one-half he learned fifty-two new words in

one month. He was then three and one-half years old.” “At this time ‘Jack

and Jill’ and ‘Little Boy Blue’ were enjoyed, ‘Jack and Jill’ especially as it

gave frequent opportunity for tumbling down-hill in the Park.”
“ Before he was four he understood numerous stories.

”

“This little fellow has hobbies. Sometimes it is one thing; sometimes

another. When he was six his hobby was electricity. While it lasted he not

only learned as much language in connection with it as a hearing child would

have done, but he understood the principle of electricity. He put up an elec-

tric bell in his playhouse, connecting it with button and batteries, and it worked. ”

“At the age of seven he had a vocabulary of three thousand words.”

“A greater part of the year is spent in the country, and while there fre-

quent visits are made to the rural school, where this little lad is able to enter

the second-year class and take questions from the teacher’s lips, answering in

turn just as the hearing children in the class do.”

It has been said by one of our wise men that “What the wisest

parent does for his own child is what the community owes to all

children. ”

Whenever it is possible, a deaf child should learn speech in its

own home before it goes to school, just as a hearing child does. If

there are any conditions in the home which make it impossible,

we should provide one for it. At the present time there are many
such children.

Instead of harming or being a task to a young deaf child to

learn speech at the natural age, it is a delight and a pleasure to it

if taught through things in which it is interested, which home life

supplies.

How shall we stop the direful consequences of congregating

these childreil in large institutions for their entire school and trade

education, as has been done? The way is plain and simple.

Teach them speech in their homes when possible, and create homes

for them when it is not possible. We know that giving them this

early opportunity prepares them for education in ordinary schools.
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which in turn prepares them to learn their trades among hearing

people with pleasure and profit to themselves.

Incalculable harm has been done to deaf children by miscon-

ceptions as to facts. From the notes of the Clerk of the Appro-

priation Committee, Session of 1891 of the Legislature of Penn-

sylvania, we find the following:

“When the Bill asking for an appropriation for a building for the ‘Home

for the Training in Speech of Deaf Children before they are of School Age’

was in the House Committee of the Legislature in the Session of ’91, the super-

intendent of one of the largest schools for the deaf in America appeared before

that Committee with an attempt to kill the Bill by stating that it would injure

little deaf children mentally and physically to be taught speech before they are

of school age. Senator J. B. Showalter, who had charge of the Bill, succeeded

in having it laid over until he could telegraph for its friends. Dr. William

Pepper, then provost of the University of Pennsylvania, and other authorities

sent letters to the Committee stating that in their opinion it was as great a loss

to deaf children not to be taught speech and language at the proper age as

it would be to hearing ones, and no more detrimental to the former than to

the latter.”

Fortunately for the deaf children, the Committee, after hear-

ing this gentleman as well as from those who held wiser views,

voted in favor of the Bill by a vote of eleven to four, and it sub-

sequently passed three readings in the House without a dissent-

ing voice. Since that date the views of the physicians have been

corroborated by the excellent health of the children who have been

fortunate enough to receive the early training which should be given

to every deaf child. We have valuable medical testimony on these

points.

Dr. William T. Shoemaker, of Philadelphia, who has had under

observation professionally several hundred deaf children in the past

few years, says:

“I am convinced that the time to teach deaf children to speak should

correspond precisely with the time when speech is acquired by hearing children.
”

He also says:

“The unsatisfactory and discouraging results so often seen in deaf chil-

dren who have had the most careful training from perhaps the sixth or seventh
year on, I believe is largely due to deprivation at a time when the dormant
faculties should have normally awakened, and should have received the nec-
essary stimulus to development.”

Dr. Charles F. Judson, of Philadelphia, says:

“ The importance is great of cultivating the use of the vocal organs at the
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natural time when speech is acquired by the growing child, and its effect in

promoting the development of the deaf child is incalculable.”

Dr. Charles S. Turnbull, of Philadelphia, says:

“Medical testimony has everything to offer concerning the importance

and great value of physical voice-training for very young deaf children, who

should use the natural function of speech just the same as hearing children

do. Unless the muscles of the lips and throat assisted by the tongue and

lungs be developed by education (exercise), a young hearing child must find it

almost as diflacult to acquire the natural function of speech as do equally young

deaf chUdren. Muscular exercise, the key to health, is as important in speak-

ing as in every voluntary act, therefore upon development depends our success

in the training of all the muscles in the body, be they the first attempts in loco-

motion or in speech. If a deaf child’s muscles, used in articulate speech, be

neglected and undeveloped until it arrives at the usual school age, it is not

diflScult to understand the great obstacle to be surmounted at the outset of a

course of training in speech.”

Dr. Clarence T. Paries, of Narberth, Pa., says:

“As attending physician at the Home for the Training in Speech of Deaf

Children before they are of School Age, at Belmont and Monument Avenues,

Philadelphia, for a number of years, and later consulting physician, I can attest

the immense advantage both to their physical and mental condition over deaf

children who have everywhere been so thoughtlessly neglected in this respect,

except in a very few cases.
”

Dr. Charles A. Service, of Bala, Pa., says:

“It is not only beyond the stage of experiment but an indisputable fact

that deaf children can be taught to speak and understand a spoken language,

particularly if instruction in the oral method is begun at a period of a child’s

life when if it were a hearing child it would normally commence to learn speech.

With these facts before us, is it not our bounden duty to give the unfortunate

deaf child as great an opportunity of education and the advantage thereby of

becoming as useful a citizen as its hearing companions?”

In the first class to leave our Home for education among the

hearing were five boys and five girls. All of these boys went to

schools for the hearing, with excellent reports from all of them after

leaving the Home, and later learned their trades among hearing

people. Four of them are earning their own living—one in a shoe

factory, one as a moulder, another as a machinist, and another

learned the butcher’s trade in an uncle’s shop, has been subsequently

employed by Armour & Co. at high wages, has earned his own
living, and has $200 in the bank. The fifth one went through an

industrial school for hearing boys, where he was the only deaf one

among 300, graduated after a four years’ course, and was ready to
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earn his living as a wood-carver. The head of a large institution

for the deaf induced his family to send the boy to him at this junc-

ture. Investigation showed that this boy’s brother, also deaf, after

graduating from this institution, far from having a trade and being

able to earn his living through it among hearing people, was merely

a digger, and since then has been heard of as a fireman. The boy’s

father was dead and the mother could not read, and his ignorant

family was easily persuaded to send him to an institution for four

years, when he was ready to earn his living in the hearing world

and of an age when he should do it.

There is no doubt whatever that if every deaf child had exactly

the same chance as every hearing child to learn speech and language

in infancy, that gradually these intermarriages of the congenital

deaf with their appalling results would cease, that the expense of

their education would be gradually diminished and their happi-

ness correspondingly increased. Twice lately two of our girls who

learned speech here in their early youth asked me why in the world

people thought it was wonderful to hear them talk. They both said

they got tired of seeing people say that. Speech is as natural to them

as it is to all human beings, unless they are prevented from acquir-

ing it at the proper time and expected to learn it at an imnatural

age, at the same time being surrounded with the signs used almost

universally in all the large institutions, whether they are taught

speech in the school-rooms or not. Last week the parents of a

little girl living in Kentucky came to see me in regard to their child.

They had seen one of our children who had been a pay pupil here

from that State, and who is now attending a school for the hearing

in Kentucky. Unlike the other one, she was not congenitally deaf,

but had lost her hearing from scarlet fever and diphtheria. The
parents had wisely kept up her speech, so that at the age of six she

still talks. They complained that two doors from their home a

graduate of a State combined school lived, who continually used

signs, and they feared the influence on their child. Although

young as she is, she dislikes them and they annoy her.

This is the trend of events in all these cases. Children who
have had the fair opportunity become missionaries for the salvation

of the rest of their kind, while the children who have been unnat-

urally treated are a menace to them.

Within a few days reports have come to us from three of our

children in different schools for the hearing. One of them is num-
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ber 7 in a class of loi. He will graduate this year, and he has

himself secured a position in a newspaper office where he will learn

printing. Another is number ii in a class of 29. Another number

I in a class of ii. Her father told me the other day that great as

his pleasure is in having her so interested in her studies and doing so

well, his pleasure in seeing her so happy and companionable with

hearing girls is greater. Each year increases the knowledge of

what these children are capable, but that the mass of the deaf may
be rescued from the unnatural education which has been theirs,

something should be done in each State to prevent any further

neglect of the golden opportunities of infancy and early childhood

for all of them.
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